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Topics that we are interested in

Space technologies, science and exploration

 SPACE-10-TEC-2018-2020: Technologies for European non-dependence and competitiveness

 SPACE-11-TEC-2018: Generic space technologies

 SPACE-16-TEC-2018: Access to space
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One of the largest research centre in the Baltic States performing research in energy, advanced materials, 
hydrology and other horizontal fields. We offer know-how and well-equipped labs for research and testing.
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Presentation of the organisation / project idea

Competences

S. Loehle, 2011

Plasma reactor
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Square sample

Looking for project partners who are developing the

high-temperature resistant materials for space shuttle

or other space exploring object hulls which once or

repeatedly has a need to reenter the Earth's

atmosphere and to deal with high-temperature impact.

We are proposing our competence and technology to

provide the testing of these materials using plasma jets.

Spectrometer
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Other research possibilities

 High and low temperature plasma processing of metals, polymers, 

organic and other substances in vacuum and atmospheric pressure

 Films of various metals, semiconductors, oxides, hydrides and other 

materials in inert and reactive gas environment

 Sample topology (SEM, optical microscopy, AFM and stylus profilometry) 

analysis

 Crystal structure analysis at room and elevated temperatures (in-situ 

XRD in vacuum or selected gas environment with temperatures up to 

1500 oC

 Elemental and chemical composition analysis starting from the very top 

surface atomic monolayers (AES, XPS), through micrometre (EDS) and up 

to millimetre scale (GDOES)

 More specialised characterisation such as ionic-electronic conductivity, 

gas sorption kinetics, and thermodynamics, precise N2, O2 and H2

amount measurements in metals, surface (micro) hardness and others


